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DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOCY/MANACEMENT/
COMMERCIAL PMCIICE- APRIL - 2018.

CHEMIC,{L ENGINEERING DMWINC

fi'4aximum Marks : l0OJ Time : 3 Hrs

I Note:-I. llnswer one full question from each unit
2. A2 size drawing sheet to be supplied.

3. All drawings should be in first angle projections.

4. Both sides ofthe drawing sheet can be used.

5. Dimensions as Per BIS.
6. Missing data if any may be suitably assumed.

7. Sketches to be accompanied.] : Marks

IJNIT -I

Draw the three views of hexagonal nut M30 bolt..Insert all dimensions of 15

the nut in terms of the bolt diameter.

Draw the elevation and end view ofa square headed bolt of sizeM24, 15

showing the width across the flats in the elevation. The length of the bolt

is 60mm. lndicate all dimensiors in the drawing in terms of the diameter

of the bolt. 
OR

Draw the plan and the sectional elevation ofa double riveted double snap 15

butt joint (chain type). Take the following:
Thickness of main Plate= I 6mm
Thickness of cover Plate=l0mm
Diameter of rivets =24mm
Show at least tbree rivets in Plan.

b) Draw the following rivet heads for d=20mm

(a)Snap head (b) Pan head (c) Conical head

(d)Ellipsoid kead. (e)Steeple head.

UNIT-II

III Draw the top half sectional elevation and end view of an integal flanged 30

joint for the following specifications'
Size ofthe pipe to bejoined =80mm dia'

Outside diameter of the pipe =l00mm

a)

b)

II
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Outside diameter of the flange

Pitch circle diameter of bolts

Size of the bolt
Number of bolts
Thickness of the flange
Thickness of the gasket

=l76mm
:l40mm
:Ml2
-6

:20mm
:3mm

tV An isometric view of a Split muffcoupling is shown in ngA. Draw 30

the Ieft half sectional elevation and end view of the coupling with

d:40mm. Enter all the dimensions.

UNIT.III

An isometric view of Knuckle ioint is shown in Fig.B. Draw the following views.

[a] Elevation toP half in section.

[b] Ptan bottom half in section.

[cJ End view, looking from left side' [20+10+10]

OR

An isometric view of a plummer block is shown in Fig'

[a] Right half sectional elevation in the direction F.

[b] Top half sectional Plan.

[c] Full sectional end view.

C draw the following view.

[20+10+10]
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